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(57) ABSTRACT 

A system and method for testing the quality of a simulation 
model for the DUT (device under test) With dynamic con 
straint solving and test generation for the testing and veri 
?cation process. The present invention provides such 
dynamic constraint solving through the creation of a 
sequence of instructions in a “generator mini-language” 
(GML). These instructions are then executed in order to 
provide a correct random solution to any given set of 
dynamic constraints. The process of execution is preferably 
performed by a constraint resolution engine, optionally and 
more preferably implemented as softWare, Which manages 
the requirements imposed by the constraints on the execu 
tion, While simultaneously enabling a random solution to the 
set of constraints to be provided. Such a constraint resolution 
engine may optionally be vieWed as a type of state machine, 
in Which individual elements of the state machine are more 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR TEST GENERATION 
WITH DYNAMIC CONSTRAINTS USING STATIC 

ANALYSIS 

FIELD AND BACKGROUND OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates to a system and 
method for test generation With dynamic constraints, and in 
particular, to a system and method for dynamically solving 
constraints by creating a set of instructions Which provide a 
speci?c, random solution When executed. 

[0002] Design veri?cation is the process of determining 
Whether an integrated circuit, board, or system-level archi 
tecture, exactly implements the requirements de?ned by the 
speci?cation of the architecture for that device. Design 
veri?cation for a device under testing (DUT) may be per 
formed on the actual device, or on a simulation model of the 
device. For the purposes of explanation only and Without 
intending to be limiting in any Way, the folloWing discussion 
centers upon testing Which is performed on simulation 
models of the device. 

[0003] As designs for different types of devices and device 
architectures become more complex, the likelihood of 
design errors increases. HoWever, design veri?cation also 
becomes more dif?cult and time consuming, as the simula 
tion models of the design of the device also become more 
complex to prepare and to test. 

[0004] The problem of design veri?cation is compounded 
by the lack of Widely generaliZable tools Which are useful for 
the veri?cation and testing of a Wide variety of devices and 
device architectures. Typical background art veri?cation 
methods have often been restricted to a particular device 
having a speci?c design, such that the steps of preparing and 
implementing such veri?cation methods for the simulation 
model must be performed for each neW device. 

[0005] The process of verifying a design through a simu 
lation model of the device is aided by the availability of 
hardWare description languages such as Verilog and VHDL. 
These languages are designed to describe hardWare at higher 
levels of abstraction than gates or transistors. The resultant 
simulated model of the device can receive input stimuli in 
the form of test vectors, Which are a string of binary digits 
applied to the input of a circuit. The simulated model then 
produces results, Which are checked against the expected 
results for the particular design of the device. HoWever, 
these languages are typically not designed for actual veri 
?cation. Therefore, the veri?cation engineer must Write 
additional programming code in order to interface With the 
models described by these hardWare description languages 
in order to perform design veri?cation of the device. 

[0006] Examples of testing environments include static 
and dynamic testing environments. A static testing environ 
ment drives pre-computed test vectors into the simulation 
model of the DUT and/or examines the results after opera 
tion of the simulation model. In addition, if the static testing 
environment is used to examine the results Which are output 
from the simulation model, then errors in the test are not 
detected until after the test is ?nished. As a result, the 
internal state of the device at the point of error may not be 
determinable, requiring the simulation to be operated again 
in order to determine such internal states. This procedure 
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consumes simulation cycles, and can require the expenditure 
of considerable time, especially during long tests. 

[0007] A more useful and ef?cient type of testing is a 
dynamic testing environment. 

[0008] For this type of environment, a set of programming 
instructions is Written to generate the test vectors in con 
currence With the simulation of the model of the DUT and 
While potentially being controlled by the state feedback of 
the simulated device. This procedure enables directed ran 
dom generation to be performed and to be sensitive to effects 
uncovered during the test itself on the state of the simulation 
model of the device. Thus, dynamic test generation clearly 
has many advantages for design veri?cation. 

[0009] Within the area of testing environments, both static 
and dynamic testing environments can be implemented only 
With ?xed-vector or pre-generation input. HoWever, a more 
poWerful and more sophisticated implementation uses test 
generation to produce the environment. 

[0010] One example of such a test generator is disclosed 
in US. patent application Ser. No. 09/020,792, ?led on Feb. 
6, 1998, incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 
This test generation procedure interacts With, and sits as a 
higher level over, such hardWare description languages as 
Verilog and VHDL. The test generation procedure is Written 
in a hardWare-oriented veri?cation speci?c object-oriented 
programming language. This language is used to Write 
various tests, Which are then used to automatically create a 
device veri?cation test by a test generator module. A Wide 
variety of design environments can be tested and veri?ed 
With this language. Thus, the disclosed procedure is gener 
aliZable, yet is also simple to program and to debug by the 
engineer. 
[0011] The disclosed language features a number of ele 
ments such as structs for more richly and efficiently describ 
ing the design of the device to be simulated by the model. 
Unfortunately, the disclosed language and resultant test 
generation environment does not include features for pro 
viding a good, random solution for dynamic constraints in a 
reasonable processing time, and also cannot react dynami 
cally on the same scale as the time period Which is actually 
required for simulation. Furthermore, such features are also 
not knoWn in the background art, Which handles such 
constraints With a non-random solution. 

[0012] Therefore, there is an unmet need for, and it Would 
be highly useful to have, a system and method for solving 
dynamic constraints through a speci?c, random but correct 
solution, Which Would be created by executing a speci?c set 
of instructions. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0013] The system and method of the present invention 
tests the quality of a simulation model for the DUT (device 
under test) With dynamic constraint solving and test genera 
tion for the testing and veri?cation process. The present 
invention provides such dynamic constraint solving through 
the creation of a sequence of instructions in a “generator 
mini-language” (GML). These instructions are then 
executed in order to provide a correct random solution to a 
given set of dynamic constraints. The process of execution 
is preferably performed by a constraint resolution engine, 
optionally and more preferably implemented as softWare, 
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Which manages the requirements imposed by the constraints 
on the execution, While simultaneously enabling a random 
solution to the set of constraints to be provided. Such a 
constraint resolution engine may optionally be vieWed as a 
type of state machine, in Which individual elements of the 
state machine are more preferably represented by one or 
more dynamic graph(s). 

[0014] According to the present invention, there is pro 
vided a system for dynamically solving constraints for test 
generation for a DUT (device under test), comprising: (a) a 
data model for the DUT; (b) an abstract generation machine 
for solving the constraints by creating a plurality of static 
instructions; and (c) a test generator for performing test 
generation according to the plurality of static instructions 
and according to the data model. 

[0015] According to another embodiment of the present 
invention, there is provided a method for dynamically solv 
ing a plurality of dynamic constraints for test generation for 
a DUT (device under test), each constraint featuring at least 
one parameter, the steps of the method being performed by 
a data processor, the method comprising the steps of: (a) 
creating at least one dynamic graph for describing the 
plurality of dynamic constraints, each node of the at least 
one dynamic graph representing a constraint or a parameter, 
and each edge representing a relationship betWeen con 
straints; (b) reducing a number of nodes for the at least one 
dynamic graph; and (c) determining a path for traveling 
through the at least one dynamic graph to create a plurality 
of instructions for solving the dynamic constraints. 

[0016] Hereinafter, the term “computing platform” refers 
to a particular computer hardWare system or to a particular 
softWare operating system. Examples of such hardWare 
systems include, but are not limited to, personal computers 
(PC), MacintoshTM computers, mainframes, minicomputers 
and Workstations. Examples of such softWare operating 
systems include, but are not limited to, UNIX, VMS, Linux, 
MacOSTM, DOS, FreeBSD, one of the WindoWsTM operating 
systems by Microsoft Inc. (USA), including WindoWs 
NTTM, WindoWs95TM, WindoWs98TM and WindoWs 2000TM. 

[0017] The method of the present invention could also be 
described as a plurality of instructions being performed by 
a virtual or actual data processor, such that the method of the 
present invention could be implemented as hardWare, soft 
Ware, ?rmWare or a combination thereof. For the present 
invention, a softWare application could be Written in sub 
stantially any suitable programming language, Which could 
easily be selected by one of ordinary skill in the art. The 
programming language chosen should be compatible With 
the computing platform according to Which the softWare 
application is executed. Examples of suitable programming 
languages include, but are not limited to, C, C++ and Java. 

[0018] Hereinafter, the term “non-random” refers to a 
process, or an entity selected by the process, Which is not 
random but Which is not necessarily deterministic. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0019] The invention is herein described, by Way of 
example only, With reference to the accompanying draWings, 
Wherein: 

[0020] FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram illustrating an 
exemplary system according to the present invention; 
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[0021] FIG. 2 is a schematic block diagram of a more 
detailed illustrative AGM from FIG. 1; and 

[0022] FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram of a graph 
after construction according to the method of the present 
invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0023] The system and method of the present invention 
tests the quality of a simulation model for the DUT (device 
under test) With dynamic constraint solving and test genera 
tion for the testing and veri?cation process. The present 
invention provides such dynamic constraint solving through 
the creation of a sequence of instructions in a “generator 
mini-language” (GML). These instructions are then 
executed in order to provide a correct random solution to any 
given set of dynamic constraints. The process of execution 
is preferably performed by a constraint resolution engine, 
optionally and more preferably implemented as softWare, 
Which manages the requirements imposed by the constraints 
on the execution, While simultaneously enabling a random 
solution to the set of constraints to be provided. Such a 
constraint resolution engine may optionally be vieWed as a 
type of state machine, in Which individual elements of the 
state machine are more preferably represented by one or 
more dynamic graph(s). 

[0024] The constraint resolution engine of the present 
invention enables the process of resolving constraints to be 
at least partially performed before run-time, in the static 
analysis stage, thereby making the process of constraint 
resolution both more effective and more ef?cient. A set of 
instructions is then prepared for execution during run-time 
by the constraint resolution engine. Thus, unlike the back 
ground art, Which requires constraint resolution to occur 
during run-time, the present invention is capable of sepa 
rating the process of constraint resolution into tWo stages: 
during static analysis (before run-time), after Which a set of 
instructions is prepared; and during run-time, When these 
instructions are executed. 

[0025] According to preferred embodiments of the present 
invention, the state machine has tWo components. The ?rst 
component is an order manager functional unit, Which 
preferably maintains a dynamic graph With bi-directional 
and uni-directional edges. This dynamic graph is more 
preferably used to determine the order of incorporation of 
each constraint into the executed instructions, according to 
the order Which is implied betWeen the nodes of the graph. 
This order in turn is more preferably determined according 
to the set of provided constraints at generation time. 

[0026] The second component of the state machine is 
preferably implemented as a dependency graph manager, 
Which optionally and preferably maintains a dynamic bi 
partite graph relating nodes and constraints. Each node 
represents ?eld ranges Which can be generated. The depen 
dency graph manager uses this dynamic graph to maintain 
the consistency of ranges of the set of provided constraints, 
Which are described by the graph. Optionally and more 
preferably, the dependency graph manager is able to reduce 
the number of relationships Which must be examined to 
maintain consistency through the use of reduction mecha 
nisms. These reduction mechanisms are a method for main 
taining sets of consistent values across ranges of possible 
values for the constraints. 
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[0027] The combination of the interactions of the order 
manager and the dependency graph manager drive the 
actions of the state machine. In turn, these actions enable the 
constraints to be statically analyZed, such that rather than 
attempting to provide a general absolute solution to a 
dynamic set of constraints, a single speci?c random solution 
is provided Which nonetheless ful?lls the requirements of 
the constraints. This solution is embodied as a set of speci?c 
instructions to be performed by the state machine. 

[0028] The advantage of the present invention is that the 
static analysis of the constraints, and therefore the static 
production of the set of instructions, enables many complex 
operations to be performed once, during the stage of static 
analysis, rather than at run-time for actually generating the 
particular instance for the test generation. In addition, the set 
of instructions can itself optionally be analyZed in order to 
optimiZe the execution of the instructions. These advantages 
are available in background art methods and systems, Which 
require constraint resolution to occur at run-time. 

[0029] Further advantages of the present invention include 
the optional but preferred ability to translate the sequence of 
instructions into a plurality of different computer program 
ming languages and/or for execution on different types of 
hardWare, such as “C” or “C++” for example, Which is 
useful for the testing of the DUT in different applications. In 
addition, the sequences of instructions can optionally be 
debugged more easily, similar to regular computer program 
code. 

[0030] The principles and operation of the system and 
method according to the present invention may be better 
understood With reference to the draWings and the accom 
panying description. 

[0031] Referring noW to the draWings, FIG. 1 is a sche 
matic block diagram illustrating an exemplary system 
according to the present invention for test generation. It 
should be noted that the illustrated system only includes 
those general functions of the test generation procedure 
Which are required for the description of the present inven 
tion. A more complete description of the entire test genera 
tion procedure may be found in US. patent application Ser. 
No. 09/020,792, previously incorporated by reference. It 
should also be noted that although the present invention is 
described in the context of a simulation model, the present 
invention is also useful for veri?cation of a physical device. 
Both the physical device and the simulation model can be 
described as a DUT (device under test), Which is in a test 
environment. 

[0032] Atest generation system 10 features a simulator 12, 
Which may accept a design 14 for the device under test 
(DUT), Written in a hardWare descriptive language such as 
Verilog or VHDL. In addition, simulator 12 interacts With a 
test engine 16 for performing the test generation procedure 
at run-time. The interaction betWeen simulator 12 and test 
engine 16 is shoWn as bi-directional, since test engine 16 
provides input to simulator 12, and in turn receives the 
results from simulator 12 as input for further operation. 

[0033] Test engine 16 features a test generator 18, con 
nected to a run-time system 21 for testing DUT 14 at 
run-time. Test generator 18 receives a set of constraints 20 
and an I/O data model 22, and then performs the testing and 
veri?cation of DUT 14. According to the present invention, 
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constraints 20 include at least one set of a plurality of 
dynamic constraints, Which are then solved according to the 
method of the present invention, as described in greater 
detail beloW. Run-time system 21 both drives and samples 
simulator 12 during the run-time testing procedure. 

[0034] In order for the dynamic constraints portion of 
constraints 20 to be solved, test generator 18 preferably 
includes an AGM (abstract generation machine) module 26. 
AGM module 26 creates a sequence of instructions in a 
“generator mini-language” (GML). These instructions are 
then executed in order to provide a correct random solution 
to any given set of dynamic constraints. Brie?y, a static 
analysis module 29 preferably performs an initial analysis of 
the dynamic constraints before run-time, in cooperation With 
test generator 18. This initial analysis preferably produces a 
set of instructions for generating the correct, random solu 
tion. Next, a run-time interpreter module 31 preferably 
receives these instructions, and executes them in conjunc 
tion With run-time system 21. Amore detailed description of 
AGM module 26 is provided With regard to FIG. 2 beloW. 

[0035] During the process of testing and veri?cation, a 
data collector 24 requests the values for one or more 
variables from run-time system 21. These requests are 
optionally performed according to a triggering event emitted 
by run-time system 21. For example, for collection of data 
related to temporal coverage, such a triggering event is 
optionally a ?xed, prede?ned sampling time and/or the 
occurrence of a temporal pattern of state transitions as 
de?ned by a temporal expression given in a temporal 
language, for example. Data collector 24 is able to commu 
nicate With test generator 18 and to access the requested data 
through the API (application programming interface) for test 
generator 18. Such an API speci?es the softWare function 
calls required in order to collect the desired data. This 
collected data is then analyZed by a data analyZer 26. 

[0036] According to a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention, constraints 20 and I/O data model 22 are 
preferably constructed in e code, Which is the code language 
provided by the SpecmanTM functional programming envi 
ronment (Verisity Design, Inc., Mountain VieW, Calif., 
USA) and disclosed in US. patent application Ser. No. 
09/020,792. Such an embodiment is preferred because of the 
ease and ?exibility of programming in e code. 

[0037] The e code language is a hardWare-oriented veri 
?cation speci?c object-oriented programming language. 
Objects in this language are instances of “structs”, Which 
contain a ?eld, and one or more functions, or methods, 
Which operate on data stored Within the ?eld and Which 
interact With other objects. Optionally, a constraint can 
operate on the ?eld, thereby altering the data stored in the 
?eld, for example by restricting the range of possible values 
for the data. The ?eld can also be used to store more 
complex structures, including other structs and lists of 
scalars or structs. 

[0038] The process of test generation ?lls data elements, 
including structs and ?elds, With random values. The pos 
sible data values for each element can optionally be limited 
by constraints, Which provide the direction for the directed 
test generation. For dynamic constraints, as described in 
greater detail With regard to FIG. 2 beloW, a selected, 
speci?c solution is provided according to the present inven 
tion for each instance of test generation. This solution is then 
used to provide limitations on the generated data values. 
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[0039] Turning noW to FIG. 2, the schematic block dia 
gram shows an exemplary but preferred implementation of 
AGM module 26 from FIG. 1. As shown, AGM module 26 
preferably features a constraint resolution engine 27, in 
addition to static analysis module 29 and run-time inter 
preter 31. Constraint resolution engine 27 enables the pro 
cess of resolving constraints to be at least partially per 
formed before run-time, in the static analysis stage, thereby 
making the process of constraint resolution both more 
effective and more ef?cient. A set of instructions is then 
prepared for execution during run-time by constraint reso 
lution engine 27. Thus, unlike the background art, Which 
requires constraint resolution to occur during run-time, the 
present invention is capable of separating the process of 
constraint resolution into tWo stages: during static analysis 
(before run-time), after Which a set of instructions is pre 
pared; and during run-time, When these instructions are 
executed. 

[0040] According to preferred embodiments of the present 
invention, constraint resolution engine 27 may optionally 
and preferably feature an order manager 28 and a depen 
dency graph manager 30. Brie?y, static analysis module 29 
performs the initial analysis of the constraints for creating a 
set of instructions for execution in order to create the random 
solution, While run-time interpreter 31 executes these 
instructions. 

[0041] Order manager 28 preferably maintains a dynamic 
graph 32 With bi-directional and unidirectional edges. 
Dynamic graph 32 is more preferably used to determine the 
order of incorporation of the instruction representing each 
constraint, according to the order Which is implied betWeen 
the nodes of dynamic graph 32. This order in turn is more 
preferably determined according to the set of provided 
constraints. Each node represents an instruction to be 
executed. Each instruction is in turn created according to the 
relationships betWeen constraints, as determined by depen 
dency graph manager 30. 

[0042] Dependency graph manager 30 in turn optionally 
and preferably maintains a dynamic bi-partite relational 
graph 34 relating nodes and constraints. Each node repre 
sents ?eld ranges for speci?c variables, for Which particular 
values can be generated as part of the test generation 
process. Dependency graph manager 30 uses relational 
graph 34 in a process by Which the consistency of ranges of 
legal values of the set of provided constraints is maintained, 
Which is part of the reducing mechanism. Optionally and 
more preferably, dependency graph manager 30 is able to 
reduce the number of relationships Which must be examined 
to maintain consistency. 

[0043] Order manager 28 and dependency graph manager 
30 together preferably create a static series of instructions 
according to commands from static analysis module 29, 
Which, When executed by run-time interpreter 31, provide a 
solution to the set of constraints. This solution is more 
preferably provided as a set of values for variables. As 
previously described, if the e language is used to describe 
the constraints and the data model for test generation, then 
these values may optionally include data elements such as 
scalars, structs and ?elds. 
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[0044] According to preferred embodiments of the present 
invention, speci?c instructions for order manager 28 option 
ally include, but are not limited to, management of the 
generation of value(s) for a struct according to the set of 
dynamic constraints, With one frame being generated per 
struct. These commands include the OM_start_frame com 
mand to start the generation process for a particular struct, 
and the OM_close_frame command to end the generation 
process for this struct; OM_create_nodes for creating order 
graph nodes for a given set of nodes for the struct from the 
static analysis procedure; OM_create_edges for creating 
order graph edges for a given set of nodes; OM _get_next for 
returning the next node in the maintained order of the graph. 

[0045] Speci?c instructions for dependency graph man 
ager 30 optionally include, but are not limited to, DGM 
_create_constraint for creating a constraint node and param 
eter nodes in relational graph 34, in Which the parameter 
nodes are those entities or parameters related by the con 
straints; DGM_mark_as_changed for marking a set of 
parameter nodes as having their range changed; DGM_up 
date_consistent_ranges for applying the reduction mecha 
nism to a set of parameter nodes, thereby maintaining 
consistency of the ranges of possible values betWeen con 
straint nodes; DGM_test_consistency for checking a condi 
tional constraint to see if the value should be true or false in 
the current version of relational graph 34; and DGM_ex 
pand_struct for replacing a node representing a struct by a 
set of nodes representing the ?elds of the struct, such that 
any constraint edges for the old node noW point to the neW 
node. 

[0046] According to other preferred embodiments of the 
present invention, the AGM is used to create “roles”. When 
creating a GML sequence for a role, some of the previously 
described operations are grouped into higher level instruc 
tions. Each such group then forms an example of a role. 
Roles enable instructions to be executed at run time accord 
ing to such groups, Which has the advantage of providing 
correct, random solutions to the dynamic constraints in a 
more ef?cient manner. In particular, roles enable the same 
struct type to optionally be generated in different contexts, 
With different constraints applicable to the struct and to the 
descendants of struct. Thus, the role is a representation of the 
context in Which the struct is to be handled in set of 
generated instructions. 

[0047] Roles are optionally and more preferably either 
statically unordered or ordered, according to the manner in 
Which the instructions are to be executed at run time in order 
to form the correct random solution to the dynamic con 
straints. 

[0048] Roles are preferably used in order to simplify the 
situation in Which a struct type might be generated in 
different contexts, With different constraints applicable to it 
and its descendants. A generation role is a conceptualiZation 
of this need for a “struct-type in context”, or for being able 
to de?ne the struct according to the context, such that the 
struct type is correctly generated according to both the 
de?nition of the struct and the context in Which the struct is 
generated. 

[0049] Static analysis according to the present invention 
optionally and preferably identi?es such roles, and con 
structs a complex data structure for representing and 
manipulating them. For example, in the context of the 
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previously described e code, assume that a struct of type S 
is de?ned, and the following ?eld de?nitions are used for 
de?ning another struct ‘sys’: 

extend sys { 
si: S; 
keep s1.j == ; 
s2: S; 
keep s2.j > 100; 

[0050] It can be seen from the above example that the 
?elds s1 and s2 share the same struct type S, but have 
different generation roles. The ?rst ?eld s I is of the role 
<sys.s1>, in Which its ?eld ‘j’ is constrained to be equal to 
3, While the ?eld ‘s2’ is generated in the context of the role 
<sys.s2>, in Which its ?eld ‘j’ is constrained to be more than 
100. 

[0051] Thus, the same struct type might be mapped into 
many different roles When generated Generation roles there 
fore encapsulate the folloWing information for a struct-type: 
relevant ?elds; applicable constraints; initial ranges; order 
ing edges. Relevant ?elds are a list of generatable ?elds, or 
?elds Which can be generated, of that type in this role. 
Applicable constraints are a list of constraints Which are to 
be applied to ?elds in this role. Initial ranges are statically 
inferred ranges, or sets of possible values, of the relevant 
?elds. Ordering edges are the set of edges for determining 
the order in Which constraints are applied and Which are 
implied by uni- and bi-directional (applicable) constraints 
betWeen relevant ?elds. 

[0052] The above information is optionally and more 
preferably used to derive a Generation Mini-Language pro 
gram for each role at the static analysis phase. This program 
preferably features code Which can be executed at the time 
of generation run-time, thus capturing the necessary con 
straints in a correct but random solution to the problem of 
applying dynamic constraints at run-time. 

[0053] Examples of different types of instructions for 
forming roles are described in greater beloW, along With the 
required input for each such instruction, according to the 
output of previously described commands Which are thus 
grouped together to form each role. 

[0054] For example, the command ROLE_init_instruction 
requires the folloWing input: a set of nodes to be created 
using the previously described command OM_create_nodes; 
a set of initial edges to be created using the previously 
described command OM_create_edges; and a set of con 
straints and their parameters to add to the DGM. The 
command ROLE _gen_?eld(?eld) performs the folloWing 
functions: calls the command DGM_update_consisten 
t_ranges With the value for {?eld}; generates a random value 
for ?eld from its consistent range; sets the ?eld to that value; 
and calls the command DGM_mark_as_changed With 
{?eld}. DGM_mark_as_changed Will cause that ?eld’s sta 
tus to become changed, indicating that the graph component 
connected to it is inconsistent and must be re-evaluated. 
Sometimes nodes might be dependent on values that are 
?xed, being previously generated, or non-generatable. These 
are called “dependent on ?xed” or dof. 

[0055] Yet another command is ROLE_gen_top, in Which 
the folloWing instructions are executed: get next node Nfrom 
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the OM using OM_get_next; if the picked node has a dof 
indication, then get dofs using the command OM_get_dofs; 
call the command DGM_update_consistent_ranges With the 
information about dofs in order to compute values for the 
dofs; and then call the command ROLE_gen_?eld(N), 
Which computes a consistent value for N. The term “dof” 
means “dependent on ?xed”, Which is a generatable ?eld 
Whose value depends upon either a previously generated 
?eld, or a ?eld Which cannot be generated. Thus, this 
command causes any such required ?eld to be either gen 
erated, or to be determine to be unable to be generated. 

[0056] Still another such command is ROLE_end_instruc 
tion, Which is used for handling book-keeping to close OM 
frames, run checks to be certain that all open processes are 
closed, and so forth. In particular, this command ends the 
generation process for this particular struct in this particular 
context, or “role”. 

[0057] As previously described, roles may be either stati 
cally ordered or unordered. Using the above high level 
instructions, roles are mapped into sequences having one of 
these tWo forms. For example, statically ordered roles pref 
erably have the folloWing structure: 

[0058] ROLE_init_instruction(nodes, 
straints) 

[0059] ROLE _gen_?eld(?eld1) 

[0060] ROLE _gen_?eld(?eld2) 

[0061] ROLE _gen_?eld(?eldN) 

[0062] ROLE_end_instruction 

edges, con 

[0063] By contrast, statically unordered roles preferably 
have the folloWing different structure: 

[0064] ROLE_init_instruction(nodes, 
straints) (number)*ROLE_gen_top 

[0065] ROLE_end_instruction 

edges, con 

[0066] As previously described, since the same struct type 
might be generated in different contexts, With different 
applicable constraints, the GML sequence is not a property 
of the struct-type itself, but rather of the role according to 
Which the sequence is to be generated. 

[0067] FIG. 3 shoWs a schematic block diagram of an 
exemplary dependency graph 36, produced according to the 
method described in greater detail beloW, resulting from a 
particular set of constraints. Brie?y, for the purposes of this 
example, the order of ?elds is as folloWs: X, Y, Z, A, B, C. 
The folloWing set of constraints is used: 

[0068] Keep X>Y 

[0069] Keep Y== 

[0070] Keep Y F( ) 
[0071] Keep A== 

[0072] Keep (X>0)=>b==G(C), 
[0073] Where F( ) and G( ) are functions. 

[0074] Calling the function OM_get_next( ) on this con 
straint system returns a ?eld A38, but With a dof indication 
due to a ?eld Y 40. Field Y 40 is computed using a function 
F( ) 42. The computed value of ?eld Y 40 is propagated to 
?elds Z 43 and X 44. At this point, the value for ?eld X 44 
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is generated. Field Y 40 already has received the ?nal value. 
Next the value for ?eld Z 43 is computed. 

[0075] Depending on the value of X, if X>0 a unidirec 
tional edge 46 is added by calling OM_create_edge from C 
to B. In this case calling OM_get_next() returns a ?eld C 48 
because of the edge. Next, a ?nal value for ?eld C 48 is 
generated. At this point, a ?eld B 50 is marked as a dof; 
being dependent on a ?xed value. Calling OM_get_next( ) 
returns ?eld A 38 With a dof indication. The returned dof is 
?eld B 50, Which is evaluated using G(C), and the value so 
obtained is propagated to ?eld A38. At that time, the value 
for ?eld A 38 is generated and the process terminates. 

[0076] In the case Where the value for ?eld X 44 is 
generated to be less than 0, the generation order is A, B, C 
Which is the order of ?elds. 

[0077] While the invention has been described With 
respect to a limited number of embodiments, it Will be 
appreciated that many variations, modi?cations and other 
applications of the invention may be made. 

What is claimed is: 

1. A system for dynamically solving constraints for test 
generation for a DUT (device under test), comprising: 

(a) a data model for the DUT; 

(b) an abstract generation machine for solving the con 
straints by creating a plurality of static instructions for 
generating values for test generation before run-time; 
and 

(c) a test generator for performing test generation accord 
ing to said plurality of static instructions for generating 
values and according to said data model at run-time. 

2. The system of claim 1, Wherein said abstract generation 
machine further comprises a constraint resolution engine for 
managing requirements imposed by the constraints on the 
test generation. 

3. The system of claim 2, Wherein each constraint features 
at least one parameter and said constraint engine is a state 
machine for receiving said at least one parameter of each 
constraint and for creating at least one of said plurality of 
static instructions according to said at least one parameter of 
each constraint. 

4. The system of claim 2, Wherein said state machine has 
a plurality of elements and said constraint resolution engine 
features at least one dynamic graph for representing at least 
one element of said state machine, such that each constraint 
and each node is represented by a node of said at least one 
dynamic graph, and Wherein a relationship betWeen the 
constraints is represented by edges of said at least one 
dynamic graph. 
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5. The system of claim 4, Wherein said constraint reso 
lution engine further comprises: 

(i) an order manager for managing a ?rst dynamic graph 
for determining an order for executing said instruc 
tions; and 

(ii) a dynamic graph manager for managing a second 
dynamic graph for determining relationships betWeen 
constraints in said instructions. 

6. The system of claim 5, Wherein said order is determined 
according to the constraints during test generation. 

7. The system of claim 5, Wherein said second dynamic 
graph is a dynamic bi-partite graph for relating nodes to 
constraints, Wherein each node represents ?eld ranges 
capable of being generated, such that said second dynamic 
graph maintains consistency betWeen said ?eld ranges. 

8. The system of claim 7, Wherein said dynamic graph 
manager reduces a number of said relationships betWeen the 
constraints. 

9. A method for dynamically solving a plurality of 
dynamic constraints for test generation for a DUT (device 
under test), each constraint featuring at least one parameter, 
the steps of the method being performed by a data processor, 
the method comprising the steps of: 

(a) creating at least one dynamic graph for describing the 
plurality of dynamic constraints, each node of said at 
least one dynamic graph representing a parameter, and 
each edge representing a relationship betWeen con 
straints; 

(b) reducing a number of nodes for said at least one 
dynamic graph; and 

(c) determining a path for traveling through said at least 
one dynamic graph to create a plurality of instructions 
for solving the dynamic constraints. 

10. The method of claim 9, Wherein step (a) further 
includes the step of providing a second bipartite graph, 
featuring tWo sets of nodes, a ?rst set for said constraints and 
a second set for said parameters. 

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising the step 
of: 

(d) executing said plurality of instructions to form a single 
speci?c solution to the constraints. 

12. The method of claim 10, further comprising the step 
of: 

(d) translating said plurality of instructions into a particu 
lar computer programming language. 

13. The method of claim 9, Wherein step (c) further 
comprises the step of grouping at least a portion of said 
plurality of instructions into a role for representing a context 
for interpreting the constraints. 

14. The method of claim 13, Wherein each role is selected 
from the group consisting of statically ordered and unor 
dered. 


